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Edmund Bajet (ED):
The following is an interview with
.Mr. Kenton Lint, who joined the San Diego Zoo in 1936, and
served as the Zoo's Curator of Birds from 1948 until his
retirement
in 1976.
This interview is part of a
collaborative
oral history project between the Zoological
Society of San Diego and San Diego State University's
Center
for Regional History.
To start, Mr. Lint, would you tell me something about
your parents and also about your early life and education?
Kenton Lint (KL):
Yes.
My father was born in Dixon,
Illinois and my mother was born in Bloomington, Nebraska.
I was born in Cameron, Missouri, and I grew up in Tulsa,
Oklahoma.
I attended Oklahoma A&M, which is now Oklahoma
State University.
I graduated from there with a B.S. and a
Master's
EB:

Were

of Science.
your

parents

an influence

in your career?

KL:
Yes.
When I was seven years old my father bought me
twelve Burmingham
rollers, imported from England.
This
really started my career in birds.
These are high flyers.
These little Burmingham rollers turn summersets in the air
when they fly.
One or two of them would turn twenty-six
summersets.
They are a very ornamental little bird, a
beautiful
EB:
KL:
quite
EB:

little

I would

pigeon.

imagine

Well, in those
expensive.
Do you have

expensive.
they were quite
days they weren't,

any brothes

but now they are

or sisters?

KL:
I have one brother who was in World War II and served
under Patton.
He lost a leg over in Europe.
I have a
sister who is five years older than I, who lives in Lincoln,
Nebraska.
That is all of my family.
In my college days my brother Roland, and I had a big
loft of red carneaux pigeons in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
We had
'This manuscript is the edited and combined text of two
oral history interviews.
The interviews. were combined into
one document
for clarity,
and for th1s reason
or1g1nal
interview and tape divisions do not appear in this manuscript.
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fifteen hundred birds. This is the way I paid my way
through college.
I used to hitchhike home from Oklahoma
A&M, and dress out five hundred squabs, every week. We had
a contract with a big restaurant in Tulsa and this is the
way I got through college.
EB: I see. So, because of your background in birds, you
went into the study of birds at school.
KL:

Yes, in poultry husbandry and animal husbandry.

1S ory
EB.' Can you tell me of your emp I oyment h'
t
besides the
work you just mentioned.

KL: I got out of college and I came right to San Diego and
I started at the San Diego Zoo in 1936. Times were very
difficult in those days and the Zoo was having very
difficult times. I started working with mammals. I had the
bears and the cats for two years before I got transferred to
the bird department.
EB:

So you were in an unfamiliar field then?

KL: No, I knew them because I had taken animal husbandry,
you see. While I was working with the mammals there at the
San Diego Zoo, we raised polar bears, we raised jaguars, we
raised leopards, we raised lions. This was between 1936 and
1938. And we hand-fed some of the babies. This was before
we had a Children's Zoo. We bottle-fed some of the lions
and some of the jaguars. I was very fortunate because I'd
had training in school on raising some of these animals from
the day theY were born.
EB:

When was the Children's Zoo opened?
1957.
So that was quite a ways after you came to the Zoo.
me about your wife and what she did at the Zoo.

EB:
Tell
KL: My wife was Alice Marie Lint and she typed the first
inventory in the bird department. In those days we didn't
have a secretary. When I first came to the Zoo they only
had about forty species of birds, which was very small. In
fact, we didn't have an inventory until I came along.
My wife accompanied me on many of my trips, on many
expeditions.
She went with me in 1964 to collect the
hummingbirds from Brazil.
She went with me to New Guinea
where we got the birds of paradise, and to Australia where
we got koalas. She traveled allover the world with me and
we were a team. She was a wonderful woman and very
interested in birds.
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I used to bring many baby birds home because they were
~n a three-hour feeding schedule. And when the incubators
l~ the early days used to go haywire, I used to stick the
ll~tle baby c~ckatoos in her kitchen oven, overnight. We
ralsed many blrds that way, so she was very interested in
birds.
EB:

Did you meet her at the Zoo?

KL: Well, I met her at University Christian Church where
she was singing in the choir. We got married in 1937. We
have two children.
I have a son, Roland, who lives in Red
Bluff, California.
He went to Cal Poly at San Luis Obispo.
Then he went to Purdue and got a Master's Degree in
education, and is a teacher now at Red Bluff. My daughter
went to Chapman College up in Orange, California, where she
studied music. She has a Master's Degree in music and now
teaches music. Just recently she and her husband Bill moved
to Moscow, Idaho, where he is Director of Athletics at the
University of Idaho.
EB: You came to San Diego in 1936.
your getting your job at the Zoo?

Would you tell me about

KL: I wanted very much to work at the San Diego Zoo. I had
written Mrs. Benchley, and, of course, those were Depression
days; there were no openings for new employees. But I
walked into Mrs. Benchley's office and I said, "I've come to
go to work for you." She gave me a chance and I started
working at the San Diego Zoo.
EB:

Was this the only zoo you knew about?

KL: No, but it was one of the best zoos. I was very
fortunate because I had a background in incubation. In
those days we used to have to serve an apprenticeship on
incubators and brooders. You had to serve two years to
learn the science of incubation and brooders, which I did at
the college. We learned incubation and brooding from
A to Z; we slept on cots right by the big machines. These
were chicken eggs, of course, or turkey eggs or guinea fowl
eggs. We would sleep right on the cot and watch these
incubators all during the incubation period for twenty-eight
days. We learned it like it should have been learned. This
proved very helpful for me for my years at the Zoo.
EB:

So you were well-equipped for your work.

KL: Yes. Well, one of the interesting things
. I had a
friend here in San Diego, Jim Lyon, who was the president of
the Lyon Electric Company here in San Diego. He designed a
special incubator for me to hatch emu and other Ratite eggs.
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I hatched over a thousand emus in his machine which was
especially designed for raising large Ratite birds.
EB: You say that when you came to the Zoo you first worked
with mammals?
KL: Yes. For the first two years I was on the cat and bear
string, and I was able to get some of them to breed, which
was very nice--tigers and leopards and bears and jaguars.
These are all very interesting animals, of course. In the
old days they were probably the most important exhibits at
the Zoo because we had a very small collection of birds
,
W ·1Ch wasn ' t very great compared to other zoos.
You know,
h
the San Diego Zoo is a very young zoo compared to some of
the older zoos like the Paris Zoo and London Zoo, the German
zoos in West Germany, East Germany and Berlin. We are a
very young zoo at sixty-eight years old. Some of those zoos
are over a hundred years old, and some of them are very
great zoos. One of the interesting things, when Dr. Harry
started our zoo, he used the bylaws of the Bronx Zoo of the
New York Zoological Society. When we were forming the
Society, way back in the twenties, we used the by-laws and
the constitution of the Bronx Zoo in New York, as a
foundation.
It was the best zoo in the United States at
that time. No question about it.
EB:
When you first got to the San Diego Zoo, what was your
first impression of it?
KL: Oh, it was big. We still have the same number of
acres. The San Diego Zoo is about 120 acres, which is
quite a nice zoo.
In the early days, when I first came to the Zoo, we had
twelve employees. Now it is fabulous, with twelve hundred
and something employees. It is hard to realize there are
that many employees now, but twelve people used to run the
whole Zoo. Of course, they were experienced people,
otherwise they couldn't have done it. Just to throw a few
names at you--Charlie Smith used to be a head mammal keeper.
He came from a circus, but he was very good at moving
animals and handling animals. Most people today never heard
of Charlie Smith, but in the history of the Zoo, Charlie
Smith was a very important person.
Ralph Virden was in charge of maintenance, and his son
was later director of the Humane Society. He was essential.
Ellen Browning Scripps, of course, was a great benefactor of
the Zoo in the early days. She built both of our large
flight cages. The first was the Scripps Wading Birds cage
which we built in 1923. She donated thirty thousand
dollars which was a lot of money in those days. NoW the
wire al~ne on a cage of this size will cost thirty thousand
dollars.
In 1936 she donated the Bird of Prey cage. I

-
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opened.th~s
cage which cost another thirty thousand dollars,
and th1s 18 where we raised the Andean condors.
I hatched
and raised nine Andean condors in that cage, from 1942 to
1952.
We also hatched bald eagles in that cage, and we had
owls and hawks, all forms of birds of prey.
When we built the Bird of Prey cage in 1936, under
Roosevelt,
we used WPA labor.
Each rock was carried into
this cage which was built on the edge of the canyon.
Bob
Jarbo was the supervisor, and it turned out to be a
beautiful
cage.
It was the finest flight cage in the world,
due

to him.
Charles Faust was our architect-designer,
and he is
still active in the San Diego Zoo.
He is a very fine
person, well educated, and really a super architect.
Of
course, there are many, many other people who have
contributed
to the history of the San Diego Zoo.
Some of
the early keepers, for instance.
EB:

Can

you mention

some of the early keepers?

KL:
Well, there was Little Mike that was on the monkey
string, and, of course, Edalee Harwell, who is still around.
Edalee was editor of ZOONOOZ.
Ken Stott was editor of
ZOONOOZ and was also General Curator.
These people grew up
in the Zoo and were a very important part of its history.
Then there was Kate Sessions who was a botanist, a
horticulturist
for the City of San Diego.
She established
gardens allover
the city, of course including Balboa Park.
EB:

Were

animals

the facilities

back

at the Zoo adequate

to house the

then?

KL:
Money was very scarce in those days.
Actually, our
first grottos for the mammals like the bears and the lions
and things, were copied from the old Hagenbeck Zoo in
Germany.
Dr. Harry went over there and studied them and
came back and we made plans.
We borrowed money from the
bank to construct them , and we built them as replicas of . the
zoos in Germany, and they worked very well without any W1re
in front
EB:

of them.

How hard

was

it to find funds back then?

KL:
Oh, it was very difficult.
The keepers and the.
curators had to go out and take money out of their own
pockets to buy food for the birds sometimes.
And then,
eventually
of course, during World War II when we were all
drafted and in the service
Belle BenchleY came down and fed
all the birds at the bird ~ard.
They took~verybody
right
out of the Zoo because we were all the right age to be in
the service.
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EB:

Can you

tell me about Belle Benchley's

activities?

KL:
She was the only woman director in the world, and a
very fine person.
She used to drive around in a car and she
knew all the animals--gorillas,
chimpanzees, llamas.
They
all knew her.
Now we have lost some of that because today
they are too interested in making money, and they don't have
that personal
touch that Belle Benchley had.
And, of course, Dr. Schroeder who came after Belle was
a fine director.
He innovated many new things at the Zoo.
For example, we were-the first zoo to have an escalator.
As
our crowds increased, this ~as a way to get people up and
out of the canyon, up to the monkey level and up to the bird
area.
And then he brought in the Skyfari, so you could see
the grottos all from the air.
This runs from by the
Children's
Zoo clear over to the hoofed area.
About every
ten years Dr. Schroeder would come up with something new,
and, of course, this would bring in more people.
In the early days we only had one or two busses.
Of
course, we didn't have many people to ride them either.
And
can you believe that the admission was only ten cents then.
Later they raised it to twenty-five cents, and it was still
twenty-five
cents when I came in 1936.
Now it's six, seven
dollars.
Then we had our television program, ZOORAMA which
started in 1951.
This went on national television and did
great.
They used to say this was our million-dollar
ambassador.
We did this for about fifteen years.
I would like to mention the curators.
When
Dr. Schroeder
was there, we had three very strong
departments:
the bird department where I was the curator;
the reptile department where Charles B. Shaw was the
e
curator; and the mammal department were George pournell
was
curator.
Dr. Schroeder really had an easy time because he
had three strong departments,
and each curator was very
competent and very efficient at running their own
department.
All Dr. Schroeder really had to do was
administration' , he didn't have to fool with the departments.
.
All three of us were trained in zoology and then 1n our
particular
fields.
We were sent on expeditions allover
the world:
Each
one of use would collect animals and birds and rept1les.
Anyone
of us could do this, and we did.
I was fortunate
that I went twenty-one times around the world.
Th~ c~rators
used to alternate
every year.
This way we kept br1ng1ng
things back to the San Diego Zoo, and this is what made the
San Diego Zoo the number one zoo in the world.
BB:

Can you tell me something

KL:
Well,
University

about each curator?

the
George pournelle had a Ph.D.
He had gone
to
He
ist
of Florida and was a very fine mammalog
.
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broug~t back the ~ygmy chimpanzee. That is probably the
most lmportant thlng that he did. Charles Shaw was a
graduate of San Diego State, and he grew up under Clyde
Perkins, who was another curator before Charles Shaw.
Charles Shaw started as a boy when he was about fifteen
years old. He was with the Zoo for a long time; I don't
remember how many years he was there, but he died in 1969.
George Pournelle was there quite a while too. George
Pournelle died the year before Charles Shaw.
EB: Did you have any conflicts with the different
departments?
KL: No. We all worked very closely. I remember Charles
Shaw sent me a bill one time. I used to feed a lot of white
laboratory mice to the birds of prey--hawks, eagles and
owls. They raised mice and rats in the reptile department,
and he sent me a bill and it kind of scared me at first, but
then he called later and said it was a joke. We used lots
of meal worms.
I used to feed three thousand meal worms a
day to the insectivorous birds. Chuck Shaw also raised meal
worms in the reptile house. But, as I say, our departments
were very close, and if he wanted some bird eggs for his
egg-eating snakes, he would come over to the bird yard and I
would give him some infertile eggs. George Pournelle was
the same way. We worked very closely together.
EB: Can you remember any other instances where there were
any other practical jokes?
KL: Well, we had a pair of black-necked screamers, and they
nested one time up on the roof of the reptile house.
They
hatched the babies up there and then they came down and went
into where he had the iguanas and smaller lizards. Of
course, they would come down and eat the lettuce that the
iguanas were eating. Actually, our birds were stealing the
lettuce from his reptiles, so I used to take so~e of the
lettuce over from the birdyard to supplement thlS.
And bananas, you know, were very hard to get in certain
years, so I used to go to the mammal department and get
bananas and applies and other fruit. Most of George
Pournelle's monkeys ate bananas, you see, and I had horn
bills and toucans and others that also ate bananas. I used
to have ships bring them in from Panama and Costa Rica, and
sometimes a little snake would be in the stalk of the
bananas.
But anyway, we borrowe4 and shared bananas a~d
different fruits like apples and oranges and pears,.whlCh
George needed for his mammals and I needed for my blrds. He
only had to cut them in half and we had to dice all of our
fruit for the birds in one-half inch pieces. Before we had
the big warehouse and refrigeration, they used to deliver
e
everything to the monkey yard, where George pournell was.
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We got all ~f our fi~h and shrimp and things for the seals
and everyth~ng, and ~t was all cut up right there in the
monkey yard. George Pournelle would share it and take it
down to the keepers in the canyon. I was feeding fish to
the aquatic birds, and horse meat to the birds of prey.
EB:

Horse meat?

KL: Yes. We used to butcher about seven horses a week.
That is a lot of meat. Of course, this was also for the cat
string, and different mammals along the canyon.
at
~ t'me
~
EB: And at th's
there were on1y twelve employees
the Zoo? And you did most of the work yourselves?
KL: Yes. We did everything.
We did painting and
know.
electrical work. This is before they had unions, you
You couldn't do that now.
EB: Can you tell me something about your working
conditions?
How many hours a week did you work?
KL: In the early days we worked very long hours, and
sometimes we worked seven days a week. I worked fifteen
years there before I ever had a Christmas off as a holiday.
At that time the curators would work a twelve hour daY· It
was a great problem because we didn't have very much help
there.
Another man to mention from the early history of the
Zoo was Karl Koch. He was my teacher and he was the curator
of birds before I. He was a German man. He was very
instrumental in the early history of the Zoo when we used to
have the Hancock expeditions. Mr. Allan Hancock of the
Hancock Oil Company had a great yacht [Velero II and Velero
III], and he made many trips to the Galapagos Islands and
down to lower California. Karl Koch was a linguist and
could speak many languages so Hancock used to take Karl with
him to interpret. They collected many, many wonderful birds
and Guadalupe fur seals, and many fine specimens from lower
California on Allan Hancock's yachts. I think Dr. Schroeder
made a trip with him, and Si Perkins made a trip. But Karl
was always there because of his gift of knowing different
languages.
He must have been at the Zoo for thirty years. When
the Zoo first started, right after the Panama Exposition, we
didn't have very many specimens. Well, Karl Koch was
.
working in the Selig Zoo in Los Angeles, and he brought h~s
whole collection of birds when he moved down and was
employeed by the San Diego Zoo. This kind of formed the
nucleus of the bird collection.
He was very knowledgeable. He raised the first walrus
we ever had; he was very good at feeding babies, any babies.

--~_-------_~_--------"
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He was very influential to my career at the Zoo· I really
learned from him.
'
BB:

What other contributions did he make to the Zoo?

KL: Before we three curators went on expeditions, he made
many expeditions to different countries and always brought
back fine specimens. This was in the thirties and forties
that Karl Koch was collecting. I didn't start to travel and
collect until 1957, '58, nor did any of the other curators.
We were young people and we didn't have the experience or
the knowledge.
My first expedition to Australia was a great
expedition.
Of course, the Zoo paid for it and I brought
back about twenty-five thousand dollars worth of birds.
EB:

Where did the Zoo get all this money?

KL: It was donated.
In those days the donations were very
small. If we got five or ten thousand dollars, that was a
lot of money, but now we get a million.
EB: How did you obtain the animals and birds on your
expeditions?
KL:

We collected them ourselves.

BB:

Did you also trade?

KL: And we traded. The Zoo had the first hummingbird walkthrough aviary ever built, in 1964. My wife and I and our
son went to Santa Theresa Museum of National History in
Espirito Santo, Brazil, and worked with Dr. Augusto Ruschi
down there to bring back one hundred and five hummingbirds.
We kept them on our laps and fed them all the way from Rio.
It was a wonderful thing because the largest attendance we
ever had in the Zoo was about forty-four thousand people-the day that hummingbird aviary opened. That was October 2,
1964.
One of the things I'm proudest of was bringing back the
proboscis monkeys.
This was a collecting trip to Borneo in
1961. We took a special photographer with us and we
photographed the whole expedition. Our base was in
Surabaja, Indonesia. And I am hapPY to say that once we
collected them and brought them back theY had babies in the
San Diego Zoo. This was the first breeding record in the
world of proboscis monkeys in captivity.
On that same expedition, I went to Bali and I got the
white Bali mynahs or Rothschild's grackle. I brought four
birds back.
Two'pairs were all the permits I could get.
This has an interesting little story too because when we
arrived in Honolulu, in Hawaii, at the International
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Airport, one of these little birds got loose and out of his
cage when they were changing the luggage, so I had only
three to bring to San Diego. Their airport is twenty-five
miles away from the Honolulu Zoo. Well, my good friend Paul
Breese was Director of the Honolulu Zoo, and anyway, the one
that escaped flew to the Honolulu Zoo and Paul Breese
·.trapped it and sent it to me. So I had my original four
again. And from those four birds in the Rain Forest we
raised over one hundred Bali mynahs. This was in 1961 and
. an endangered species.
'
1t 1S st111

..

EB:

That is quite an accomplishment.

KL: Well, you know, the Zoo has always been interested in
conservation.
Of course, my field was in breeding biology.
In the forty years I was Curator there I raised four hundred
and twenty-five species of birds; many first records in the
world.
The Brookfield Zoo in Chicago and the Bronx Zoo in New
York had small numbers of Darwin's Rhea from South America
and we didn't have any. They gave up trying to reproduce
them in captivity, so I received the nine birds from these
two institutions.
I raised over one hundred.
Dr. Benirschke helped me in this. He is Director of
Research up there. We had some real special problems-health problems and everything else. They worked these out
and we finally got this group of Darwin's rheas to breed.
They are an endangered species; it has really made history
for the San Diego Zoo.
EB:

What type of problems did you have?

KL: Oh, they had seminola problems and leg problems and
many, many different things. But with Dr. Benirschke and
his staff up at the hospital the problems were corrected.
And now I think they raise thirty or forty every year.
Well, one of my expeditions was to Thailand, Bangkok,
and I brought back hoopoes. I always liked their scientific
name, Upupa epopS. We brought those back in 1961 and I had
them reproduce. Well, if you read the different bird books
you'll read that hoopoes' nests are not clean, that there is
an odor. This is published in many natural history books
around the world, but this is not true. When we had them
reproduce
their nests were just as clean as any other nest.
We have h~tched several generations of chicks from the
Thailand hoopoes.
It is an interesting little insectiv~rous
bird that feeds on earthworms and meal worms. In the B1ble
it is King Solomon's bird. It is a very pretty little bird,
and it is also raised in Africa.
EB:
Asia?

Can you tell me a little bit more abut your trips to
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KL: In Thailand we went high up into the mountains there
o~t of Bangkok, where I was collecting gibbons, white-handed
glbbons. You had to fly up into the mountains in a
helicopter.
There were also fairy bluebirds. I don't know
i~ you have ever seen a fairy bluebird, but they are a large
blrd and each feather looks like it has enamel on it. It is
a beautiful bird, one of the most beautiful in the world.
These birds feed on figs, so we took a mist net and we
placed it around a fig tree. The birds would come down and
go in from the top and then try to go out on the side but
wouldn't go back up out of the top. We would catch fifty or
one hundred at a time this way. We raised these at the San
Diego Zoo also.
EB:

Were most of your experiences abroad pleasant ones?

KL: Qh, yes. Well, in Borneo when we got the proboscis
monkeys we were walking along a very narrow jungle path one
time. We carried rifles because we were under military law
there. And all at once a big king cobra just stood right up
on his tail, almost as tall as I. And where are you going
to go! So all we could do was back up because we weren't
going to confront that king cobra. But that was interesting
and scary. And then we ran out of food. We were there for
quite a while and were staying at a little Japanese village.
These people eat raw fish, but I can't eat that, I can't
even keep it down. But this village was right on the river
and of course [could catch plenty of fish]. Borneo is a
very interesting country because there are no roads, so you
go everywhere by boat, by canals allover Borneo. Anyway,
we ran out of food, but there are wild pigs there so we
finally shot one of those. It had been about three or four
days since we had had anything to eat except rice. We put
this big pig on the spit, and it was good. And yet, the
people in this little Japanese village wouldn't eat it
because they were Moslems and they don't eat pork.
When we were in South America in 1964, we went about
seventeen different places to collect hummingbirds. This
was with Dr. Ruschi at Santa Theresa. But there is a bird
there called a kiskadee who is kind of a lookout, and he is
a nuisance.
We would set out nets to catch these little
hummingbirds, but this darn kiskadee would get up on a very
tall tree and warn the hummingbirds to stay away, which
didn't help us. Then we went to another area there where
hummingbirds were feeding on the blossoms of orange trees.
Dr. Rushi had a long fishing pole, about a twenty or thirty
foot extension, and he would put a little birdlime on the
end of this pole and he could reach over and touch one of
the hummingbirds while it was feeding on the blossom. You
have to have very keen eyes to do this. I tried it and had
no success at all. But Dr. Rushi was a real master at thlS
and we caught our hummingbirds this way.
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EB:

Can you tell any other stories?

KL: Well, in Africa where we got sun birds and starlings,
the crocodiles were very bad. You go in some of the lakes
there and those crocodiles can come right up under your boat
and tip you over. And the hippos do that too; they can tip
you over very easily. So we had many interesting
experiences, but we always came through alive. [Laughter)
In Australia we went to about eighteen different
sanctuaries for the koalas. The ticks are very bad in
Australia.
Where we were leeches are also very bad because
it is a swampy area, so we had to wear rubber boots. And
they had these great carpet pythons there which lay like
logs so you have to be careful you don't step on one. I
mean, they are that numerous on the floor of the forest.
But anyway, if you get these ticks and these leeches you
spend all night picking them off of you. Dr. Robinson, a
veterinarian at the Zoo, was with me on this trip and I got
some ticks in my back, and had them in there over a month,
and I finally had Dr. Robinson remove them. They keep going
in and they cause some discomfort.
Many people think you go to these different countries
and koalas meet you at the airport, or you go to South
America and the animals are standing right there to greet
you. You have to go way inland to get some of these things.
In Australia we went out to the desert by jeep. Water is
very scarce in the desert, and we would set a little ash try
of water out at night, and it was so drY, and water was so
scarce that the birds would come in and drink water out of
this little five inch ash tray. You wouldn't know this
unless you went on an expedition like this.
HB:

Can you relate any other experiences?

KL: Well, the budgerigar, which is a little grass parrot is
probably the most numerous parrot in Australia. There are
great flocks of them, about ten thousand at a time, and
you'll see them all come to the watering holes to drink, a
great cloud of feathers. And the cockatiel, which I have
here, is the gypsy among the parrots. He migrates ~astwest, north and south , allover Australia. Many
thIngs are
.
becoming scarce over there, same as they are In every
country, because of cutting trees and things that they nest
in. I remember that I brought the first golden-shouldered
parrot back from Australia. They were the only pair of
golden-shouldered parrots that have ever been exported out
of Australia.
I brought them back on a ship, a ~reighter.
I had a little carrying case which I had lined WIth felt so
they wouldn't get hurt. They were valued ~t ~en thousand
dollars, which was a lot of money in the fl~tles for two
birds. So I kept them in the captain's cabIn, and I wou~d
go up every day and feed them. I finallY got them back 0
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San Diego, but unfortunately, they never raised chicks.
I might mention the apostle bird. We brought four back from
Australia in 1958, I think, and there is still one living.
They belong to the family of Grallinidae. They lived in the
Zoo's Rain Forest and propagated there.
They're mud-nest
builders.
We used to put out pans of mud for them, and they
wou~d line their nests with the mud and grass. The bird got
a 11ttle larger than the jay. It got its name because in
Australia they usually go around in groups of twelve, like
the apostles in the Bible.
Now the kookaburra, you've heard of the kookaburra? I
brought four of them back too in 1958. We raised many, over
a hundred kookaburra.
They laugh loudly; the first thing
you hear in Australia are the kookaburra. They really are a
kingfisher, a giant kingfisher. They eat mice and lizards
and they don't eat fish, but they belong to the kingfisher
family.
And then, I was on a trip with Sir Edward Hallstrom,
from Sydney, and we took a trip up into the Blue Mountains,
east of Sydney about fifty miles. There were a couple of
tawney frogmouths sitting on a big tree there. They're
nocturnal birds. So I said, "Sir Edward, I want to get out
a minute."
I got out of his car and walked right over there
and picked them up. I thought it was very interesting that
you could catch those things that way, without even using a
trap or a net or anything else. You could just walk up
there and pick them up. The tawney frogmouth is like our
whip-poor-will, only four times the size; it is a very large
bird and has a great big mouth. So I brought back this pair
of birds and we raised several generations of them at,the
Zoo.
EG:

What was the hardest bird you ever had to catch?

Oh, I think probably the ground cookoos in Indonesia.
live in very dense shrubby country and are very hard to
They
Some of the thrushes and things are very secretive
get.
too. Some of the song birds are very difficult.

KL:

EB:

Why is that?

KL:

Because they are insectivorous and there are plenty.of
insects where they live. I would go along trying to ~ntlce
one with a mealworm when there were all kinds of termltes
and other insects flying around, so they we~en't likely to
bother with my little meal worm. This is 11ke trYlng to get
a bird that eats fruit by offering him half an orange or
half an apple when he has a tree full of all kin~s of small
and delicious little fruits. Well, he is not gOlng to leave
those and come down there and go into a trap where ~ou:ve
got half a piece of fruit. This is what makes lf dlfflcult
sometimes.

